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Abstract/ Introduction 
Computer graphics i s  a new tool for the v i sual artist.  
Historic and educati onal theories and facts outl ine the rapid 
growth of the medium and how i t  has become an essential 
tool for educators, researchers and businesses . Business 
appl ications remain at the periphery of computer graphic 
appl ications, but are included i n  the general trend of the 
new medi um's development. 
Visual art generated through computer graphic imaging 
i s  exempl if ied in the work of arti sts : Barbara Nessim, 
computer graphic student, Jim Squires, and the team of 
computer graph i c  artists,  Richard Chuang and Glenn Ent i s .  
Nessim is a career graph i c  designer and artist,  who only 
recently chose to explore the computer graphi c  medium. Jim 
Squires i s  a student of computer graphic art who generates 
images by writing programs for that purpose.  The team of 
Chuang and Entis generates animated computer graphics in 
its own studio, Pacific Data Image s ,  for commercial pur­
poses. An overv iew of how each artist works, and what 
considerations must be made in generating these images, 
gives an understanding of the general trends preval ent i n  
the computer graph ic f ield. 
A type of shape called a 11fractal " is discussed to 
ill ustrate the importance these shapes have in computer 
imaging. Fractals had l ittl e importance for any discipline 
until they could be generated on the computer screen. 
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Their relevance to the analysis of chaotic shapes i n  nature 
has opened a whole new realm of study for disciplines such 
as mathematics , ecology and meteorology, among others. 
The computer g r aphic field is a new and essenti al 
by-product of the computer revolution. The discipl ine is 
important for v i sual artists because it i s  a v i rtually 
unexplored medium that has great potential .  
Revi ewing Historic Paral l e l s  
in Scientific and Artis t i c  Achievement 
Since the time of the anci ent G r eek s ,  and Pythago r a s '  
mathematical formul ation s ,  pa r al l e l s  have been drawn between 
advancing technological knowledge and peri ods of extraor­
dinary a r t i stic achievement . The Renaissance and our own 
time serve a s  add i t i onal exampl e s  of these simil arit i e s .  A 
summary of these periods and the pa r al l e l s  that exist be­
tween them w i l l  be di sclosed. I t  is apparent that recently 
theo r i z e d  formulas in the science s ,  and their repe r cussions 
in technology, have stimulated various contemporary aesthet ic 
development s .  
The classical Greek e r a  i s  considered a significant 
period in mankind's intel l ectual devel opment for many 
reasons . One i s  the G reeks' formul ation of the f i rst 
scientif ic method, which sought absolutes through inf erring 
poss i bl e  solut ions to a given probl em or c i rcumstance. 
M. c. Goodal l , author of Science and the Pol i tician, 1 has 
labeled this seminal classical G r eek theory ''First Scienceh 
for this reason. Practi cal and philosophical appl ication 
of tiF i r st Science'' enabled paint e r s ,  sculpto r s ,  and a r chi­
tects to c r eate forms never before equaled in their 
perfection of proportion,  balance and idealization. Prac­
tical appl ication of the G r eeks' theor i e s  presc ribed the 
innovations of the Renaissance which, in t u r n ,  prescr ibed 
the technological society as we experience it.  
- 3 -
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Goodall has named the sci entific innovations of the 
Renaissance, hsecond Sci ence . h This era inspired people 
with " universal h cur iosities, who brought forth a need for 
new ways of analyzing, categor i z ing and utiliz ing knowledge. 
They began testing hypotheses by various physical means and 
measures, such as volumes, weights and tensions, then put 
these sol utions to practical and aesthetic use. This new 
methodology revolutionized technology and simultaneously 
infl uenced philosophical concerns. Use of hsecond Sci ence•· 
had, until recently, been the only means by which all archi­
tectural and aesthetic ideal s were real i z ed. "Second Sci ence'' 
enabled moderns to ponder the possibil ity of yet another 
reality, one in which the physical and ideological worlds 
were understood, and where a real ity of process and inter­
relatedness would be incl uded and f inally util i z ed. 
Charles Darwin and Al bert Einstein had the distinction 
of developing the base around which the humanities and hThird 
Science" are now evolving. I t  is quite probable that the 
combined theories of these men have altered manki nd's con­
ception of itself and s i gn ificantly r evised its ideol ogies.  
Darw in ' s  theory was being popularized around 1 9 0 5 ,  the year 
in which Albert Einstein po stul ated the Theory of Rela­
tivity. Darwin ' s  Theory of Evolution can be defined as 
l if e ' s  continuous processes , while Einstei n ' s  Theory of 
Relativity virtually redefined real ity . Real ity had been 
perceived as one consciousness universally experi enced, but 
l 
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has become accepted as being compl etely conceptual and 
individually defined. These theories have, in sci ence and 
technology, created practical advances in leaps and bounds; 
and in the realm of the arts,  have stimulated exper imenta­
tion, debate and conflict . It has been over 7 0  years since 
the popul ariz ation of Darwin ' s  and Einstein ' s  theories; even 
so,  scientists cl aim that these theories a r e ,  as yet, nas­
cent. Sci ent ists are unable to define obj ectives, cannot 
apply mores to the i r  experimentation, and cannot perceive 
l imitations. Being as such, the scientif ic/technological 
minds a r e  in a state of perplexity. Thei r  world is not 
unlike that of the avant-garde i n  this respect, for after 
decades of experimentation and enthusiasm, artists have no 
single aim or set of aims , and so being , have little credi­
bility with the world at l arge. 
Computer g r aphics are a relatively recent technological 
advancement that i s  having signif icant impact on artists 
thr oughout the world. Whether an artist is fearful of the 
possibil ities,  indifferent, or embraces the opportunity, 
none is unaware of the effect this new medium will have on 
the artistic community and on many other f ields, as wel l .  
I t  i s  relevant t o  show that the computer revol ution is having 
a powerful impact ; it is also necessary to show that such 
revolutions have had historic precedent. 
Hi story 
The development of computer graphics took years of 
research ; in fact, some of the work may be traced to the 
mid-19th century. However,  it was in 1950  the f i r st 
computer-driven di splay , attached to MIT's Whirlwind I 
compute r ,  was used to generate simple pictures 
Thi s  displ ay made use of a cathode r ay tube 
CCRT) similar to the one used in telev ision sets. 
Several years earl i e r ,  a CRT had been used by the 
l ate F .  Wil l iams as an information storage dev i ce ; 
this technique was to emerge years l ater,  in the 
form of the storage CRT incorporated in many low­
cost interactive graphic terminal s .  
During the 1 9 5 0 s  interactive computer 
graphics made l ittle progress because the 
computers of that per i od were so unsuited to 
interactive use. These computers were " n umber 
cruncher s "  that performed lengthy calculations 
for physicists and missile designers.  Only 
toward the end of the decade, with the devel­
opment of machines l ike MIT ' s  TX-0 and TX-2, 
did interactive computing become f easible, and 
interest in computer graphics then began to 
increase rapidly. 
The single event that did most to promote 
interactive computer graphics as an important new 
field was the publ ication i n  1 96 2  of a brill iant 
thesis by Ivan F .  Sutherland, who had j ust r e­
ceived h i s  Ph . D. f rom MIT. This thesis enti tled 
Sketchpad :  A Man-Machine G raph ical Communication 
System, proved to many readers that interactive 
computer graphics was a v i able, useful and excit­
ing f ield of research. By the mid-1 96 0 s ,  large 
computer graphbic research proj ects were underway 
at MIT, General Motor s ,  Bell Telephone Laborator­
ies,  and Lockheed Aircraft • • • •  
If the 1 9 6 0 's represent the heady years of 
computer graphics research , the 1 9 7 0 s  have been 
the decade in which this research began to bear 
f r uit.  Interactive displ ays are now in use i n  
many count r ies and are w idely used f o r  educa­




The h i story of computer g r aphics i s  brief; this makes 
the study of it exciting. The future of the discipline i s  
unfol ding before us. 
In reviewing the history of computer graphics , it i s  
apparent that MIT has been the center for research and 
devel opment. One man who has contributed significantly to 
the di rection of computer graphic r esearch i s  Marvin Minsky. 
He and a gr oup of arti sts have di rected the i r  students in 
the implementation of computer g r aphic research in fine arts.  
Marvin Minsky has been a Donor Professor at MIT since 
1 97 4 .  His years have been spent analyz ing the problem of 
intelligence. He has developed computer processes that par-
allel human decision making. He has util ized observations 
of child behavior in developing new methods of problem 
solving. 
In 1 97 0 ,  Dr . Minsky developed a computer which had a 
video screen and could produce animated v isual display s .  
H e  bel ieved these displ ays " • • •  would be a n  extremely val­
uable aid i n  school s . " 3 Minsky expl ains the potential of 
compute r s  in an educational sett i ng :  
Even young children become deeply engaged 
with ideas about computers when they can l i terally 
see what they are doing by creating mov ies on the 
screen, enough for real istic animation effects.  
By compa r i son typical hobby computer s  can only 
draw a few thousand dots a second. Moreover,  they 
cannot di splay a whole book size page of text , so 
Minsky incl uded a second scr een i n  h i s  computer ,  
which had room for six thousand alphabetical 




compo sitions on i t .  One f ifth grader i n  Lex­
ington, Mas s .  progr ammed a garden of f l owers that 
appeared on the screen and grew according to l aws 
that the child wrote into his program. 4 
Computer s  a s  teaching aids are appearing in more and 
more cl ass rooms across the nation and internationally. 
Students using computer s range f rom small children to post-
doctoral candidates. Minsky ' s  development of the system 
described was sl ightly ahead of its time. He attempted to 
market the system, and formed a company to do so, but ex-
pl ains,  h • • •  our company ran out of money because we had 
not real iz ed how much time it would take for teachers to per-
5 suade school boards to plan budgets for such things • • • •  
Marketing of Minsky's computer occurred before the 
devel opment of silicon chips. Silicon chips have made micro-
computers more available to businesses and the publ ic because 
they are inexpensively manufactured and enable computers to 
be produced in a portable s i z e .  The r apid development of 
computers i s  exempl if ied by the six-year time span between 
the concept of utiliz ing computer s within educational systems 
and their actual implementation. The evolution of computers 
is not compl ete. Researchers al ready ant icipate a new gener-
ation of computers that will enable manufacturers to produce 
systems that are qui cker , smal ler and more inexpensive. 
Minsky ' s  work has been fundamental to the development 
and popula riz ation of computer graphics. He is acknowledged 
as an important and influential individual at MIT. At every 
university , certain postures and attitudes are pervasive 
L 
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throughout the insti tution. So, it is unl ikely that col-
leagues at the same institut i on are unaware of developments 
in other departments . 
Gyorgy Kepes recently resigned as Di rector of the 
Center of Advanced V isual Studies at MIT, al though he still 
retains a teaching pos i t ion there. Kepes is the founder of 
the Cent e r ,  which ori ginated a s  an outgrowth of the Schools 
of Arch i tect ure and of Humanities.  The Center i s  now aff il-
iated w i th only the School of Architect ure.  
Much of  what may be cons i de r ed progressive i n  the 
v isual arts,  architect ure,  and design i s  tak ing place at 
MIT. MIT, which i s  active i n  f i elds such as ecology and 
urban studies , is cogn i z ant of the moral obl igations 
facing a university that i t  contributes to our nation's 
technological and economic g r owth . 
But Kepes i s  keenly aware of the l ack of humanita r i an 
concern that often comes with advanced technological and 
economic power . Upon h i s  a r r ival at MIT, Kepes sought 
l inks to connect the v i sual arts with h i s  col l eague s '  
scient i f i c  and technol ogical studi e s .  His work includes 
paintings , photography, l ight works,  designs and books.  He 
may be considered successful as a teach e r ,  and f inancial l y ,  
but i t  i s  '' • • •  not agr eed upon i n  t h e  a r t  world that h i s  
path i s  t h e  r i ght one . "6 
.
Even s o ,  i t  i s  at MIT that new 
technologies have infl uenced v i sual arts most. 
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Gyorgy Kepes was par t  of a group that called them-
selves Constructivists. The group began as painter s ,  
designe r s ,  architects and engineers.  Their purpose was 
to apply aesthetic ideals to technologi cal necessities. 
Kepes grew up in the rural country of Hungary, where he 
worked on the Hungarian National Folk Movement during the 
teens. Kepes l ater j oined with a group in G ermany called 
the Bauhaus. Pol itical reasons prompted h i s  leaving Europe. 
He was invited to the United States to continue work at the 
Bauhaus of Chicago. Event ual ly , he gravitated to MIT, where 
he was f i rst invited as a visiting artist . 
One of the books Kepes wrote is entitled The New Land-
scape . Walter G r opius , a col l eague at the Chicago Bauhaus, 
contributed to the publication with a piece called " Reori-
entation" : 
The student's mind, particularly that of the 
potential artist or arch i tect , will become increas­
ingly inventive when he is guided not only by the 
intellectual , but also by the practical sensory 
expe r i ence s ,  by a program of "search" rather than 
" r esearch . "7 
This statement has relevance for today , because i t  encour-
ages student artists to keep seeking new methods of image 
making. It i s  the teaching o f  these val ues that guides art-
ists in image making, dispel l ing fear of new technol ogies. 
Prior to the current popul ari zation of computer graphic 
studies, Johnathan Benthal l ,  author of Science and Tech-
nology in Art Today, observed : 
- 1 1  -
In all the world ' s  a r t  capi tal s ,  the avant­
garde seems half paralysed. Thi s  situation i n  
the art world needs t o  be mentioned because the 
scient i f i c ,  technological world i s  not alone i n  
cur r ently going through a period o f  self-ques-
tioning and perplexity. 8 
Now , however , i t  seems computer g r aphics have opened a new 
medium for expl or ation. This devel opment and other signi-
f icant developments have dispelled the stagnation scientific 
and a r t  commun i t i es have been feel ing f o r  many years. The 
inte r r e l atedness of the discipl ines has again been real i z ed 
and, again ,  both are initiating stimulating research. 
Moholy Nagy, a colleague of Kepes s i nce thei r work i n  
Hungary, expressed a thought similar t o  those that have been 
challenging students all al ong : 
An optimist by nature cannot conceal his con­
cern that artists will not be able to cope w ith 
the new probl ems using the tradi tional l imited 
tools of the past. • • • He bel ieves that artists 
expl o r i ng the potential of the tools of contempo r­
ary technol ogy • • • could produce an art that 
through clarity, order and imagination, would make 
i tself relevant for our time . • • •  9 
What i s  similar about teachers such as Minsky , Kepes 
and Nagy i s  the i r  optimism regarding new technol ogy , and the 
compute r ,  in par ticul a r , as a teaching and reflective tool . 
The teach i ng ,  optimism, and rel evancy these men personify 
has made an incredible impact on many students who are now 
involved w i th computers themselves. The infinite possibil i-
ties i nherent in computer graphics have not yet been discussed. 
Howeve r ,  whi l e  it i s  essential to demonstrate an understand-
ing of the technological aspect of computer graphics,  it i s  
- 1 2  -
also necessary to consider the larger societal implications 
of the medium. Minsky , Kepes and Nagy must be respected as 
technically abl e men, who place concern for and responsibi­
lity to mankind at the foref ront of their research . 
Changes i n  Education 
Students and teachers internationally are expe r i encing 
the changes that the computer usage has generated. Aware-
ness of change and the real ization of computers having j ust 
recently become more common in school s ,  i s  l eading to 
speculation on how the t r ad i t i onal educational process will 
be affected. Computer use in education was planned. Marvin 
Minsky supported the idea many years before computers were 
economically feasibl e. The actual ization of computer s  i n  
the classroom demonstrated that children were learning i n  
ways charact e r i stically diff erent f r om the traditional 
educational processes. Thi s  has stimulated thought about 
changing the educational process.  
At the MIT Division of Research and Education, a col-
league of Dr . Minsky , Seymour Pape r t ,  reinforce s  the need 
f o r  changes in the educational system : 
When each chi l d  has a personal , portable com­
put e r ,  parents and educators will have to think 
in new ways about schools and education. School s 
as they are now are al r eady obsolete. 1 0  
D r .  Papert i s  uncertain o f  how the computer will alter the 
education process.  " I t  could make present classroom and 
teaching methods more r i g i d  or i t  could make them more 
open . "11 
Experi ence with our current educati onal process shows 
its shortcomings. John Hol t ,  a colleague of Dr . Pape r t  and 
- 1 3  -
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author of Why Children Fa i l ,  supports D r .  Pape r t  and f u r ther 
explains the probl ems : 
I n  the cl a s s r oom • • • children must conform 
to behavior patterns and engage in activ i t i e s  
that may make little sense t o  them. They come 
away f rom the cl assroom feel ing powerless and 
al i enated. 
Under these circumstances chlidren do not 
l ea r n .  I r onically , teaching--the main activ i ty 
of the classroom--" impeded l earning and gets i n  
the w ay o f  ( and takes the place of)  those mot�-
vations that are the root of lear ning , " .  • 1 
The purpose of education i s  to ready young people for the 
society of which they will be a part in adulthood. Both Dr . 
Pape r t  and D r .  Holt agree on the problem, and they share 
their concerns w i th other professional s .  
At MIT's Technology and Pol icy Program, in 1 97 9 ,  ex­
per t s  posed the quest i on and answered : 
Why has innovative technology had so little 
impact on these publ ic needs? I n  a w o r d :  be-
cause no one knows how to supply i t ,  • • •  13 
Innovative technology i s  dif ficult to introduce into t r a­
diti onal situations, and to manage. Dean G il l ette, of Bell 
Telephone Labo r atorie s ,  I nc . , indicates the difficulty of 
the task in the following statement: .. think of trying 
to be so specific about what should be meant by 'improving 
educati on' • • • "14 
Innovative technology is beginning to change the edu-
cational system. Computers have become affordabl e enough to 
have in classr oom situations . 
- 1 5  -
Compare the computer to the pencil, • • •  
and its potential becomes cl ear . The child con­
trols the computer j ust as he cont rols the 
pencil. But the pencil l imits the ch ild who, for 
example, is l earning composition. Correcting mis­
takes ,  changing words and phrases, and moving 
sentences or whole parag raphs a r e  messy and hard 
to do w i th a penc i l .  The computer makes things 
easy to do . Learning proceeds more smoothly ,  
since the child i s  not so l i kely to become f rus­
trated. 
And childr en's use of a computer i s  not 
l imited to w r iting. A child can prog r am a com­
puter to draw, make musi c ,  and i n  science and 
history proj ects, and play games. "I�e computer expands a chil d's f i eld for action . "  
overall , educator s  a r e  pushing for the availability of 
computer terminals for thei r student s .  Indeed, it i s  ex-
pected that these children w ill be technically l i terate and 
a world apart f rorn the prior generation. The f ruits of corn-
puter implementation will be worth bearing witness to. 
Computer- enhanced education for children w il l  have far-
reaching effect s.  But there are also interesting develop-
ments occu r r ing i n  higher education. "All school settings 
are in some measure unique, • • •  and even more important-­
all perceive thernsel ves as unique. 1116 
As economic conditions have const r i cted i n  recent his-
tory, innovative steps have been taken by many universities 
to maintain or elevate the quality of education. 
Each tends to embrace improvements that are 
sel f-initi ated and self-di rected. The resul t :  
innovative change i n  education has a s  many differ­
ent meanings as there are teachers i n  countless 
different cl assroorns--and students. 17 
This statement relates to the situations exempl if ied next . 
Higher Education 
G overnment , business and education a r e  beginning to 
work together for the advancement of high technologies.  
G l obe economics is the basis of this pa r tner ship. Research 
and devel opment a r e  expensive in a rapidly changing socio-
economic cl imate. Business Week ' s  November 1 0 ,  1 9 8 0  
articl e ,  "J oining Hands Against J apan , "  begins : 
" • • •  Old notions of pure competition, scholarly 
independence and limited government suppo r t  for 
non-defense r esearch are beginning to give way. 
Companies a r e  almost forced to cooperate , "  de­
clares Will iam c. �orris,  Chairman of Control 
Data Corpo ration. 1 
Japan has an exemplary system, which the United States 
admires.  Many U . S .  companies, univ e r s i t i e s ,  and our  
government have become l ess hostile toward working inter-
dependently because of a system that is working in Japan . 
The system is call ed " J apan, I nc . , "  and i s  a triumvirate of 
business , government and academia "j oining forces to support 
computer and micro-electronic r esearch. 111 9  
Many U . S . firms a r e  f ollowing Japan's l ead. Examples 
of this concept in the United States a r e  summarized: 
IBM is one of six companies,  along w ith the 
Xe rox Corpo r ation and the Bur r oughs Corporation, 
that a r e  curr ently contributing $1 0 0 , 0 0 0  annually-­
and l ending a senior scientist to the California 
Insti tute of Technology to spur basic research in 
microelectronics . This program i s  similar to one 
unde rway at Stanf ord University , Duk� University 
and North Carol ina State Univer sity. O 
Busines s ,  government , and education a r e  becoming awa r e  that 
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• .  there i s  an awful lot of knowledge that doesn't need 
to be propr ietary . 11 21 It i s  noteworthy to consider the 
amount of capital the aforementioned corporations are abl e 
to manipulate. They are taking responsibil i ty for the 
nation ' s  technological growth and, consequently , her future.  
The Unive r s i ty of Minnesota is al so f i nding support f rom 
such corporations as Control Data , Honeywell, Sperry and 3-M 
to help form a Microelect ronics and I nformation Sci ence Cen-
ter (MEI S )  11 • • •  which will be contr olled j ointly by corporate 
and university of f i c i als. 11 2 2  The government exercises con-
trol over these si tuations through new l eg i slation. 
For one thing, Justice w ill soon i s s ue guide­
l ines for companies engaging i n  j ust the kind of 
cooperat i on MEIS calls for • • • • Research dis­
cover i e s  w il� be made avai l abl e to any company 
v i a  l i cense. 3 
The government , business and education work ing toward common 
goals i s  a practical matter . "The obj ect i s  to strengthen 
Ameri ca's capacity to compete. 11 2 4  
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology has been par-
ticipating in cooperative efforts for many year s .  However , 
MIT does maintain i t s  own r esearch f acil i t i es separate f rom 
any corporation and i t  does " • • •  grant excl usive r i ghts on 
its patents to the corporations that funded the research. 11 25 
Two hundred s i xty-five corporations support MIT. I t  differs 
f rom Minnesota's MEIS plan in that Minnesota ' s  researchers 
and f acilities w il l  be exchanged for the corporation ' s  f ac i l i -
ties,  funding and profess ional suppor t .  Roger w. Staehl e ,  
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Dean of the Univer sity of Minnesota ' s , Institute of Tech­
nology, says, "The goal is to minimiz e the uni ver si ti es 1 
inv estment i n  research equipment that woul d duplicate nearby 
corporate faci l it i e s . 11 26 The exchange i s  advantageous for 
univer sities. The advantage for corpor ations will be 
11 • the inside t r ack they will get on talent. 11 27 
Viable educational systems in the future most l ikely 
will have government , busine s s ,  and educati onal systems work­
ing in tandem. Computer gr aphic education will need to be 
integrated into v i sual art depar tments. It is essent i al for 
educational institut i ons to enl ist the f inancial and techno-
log i cal suppor t  of business and government for all to benefit. 
Th i s  action i s  not supported h i stor ical l y .  "College research­
e r s  have trad i t i onally guarded thei r  independence, and l ooked 
askance at their corporate counterpa r t s . 11 2 8  Even so , cur­
rent economic pressures make the j oint effort real istic and 
practical . Peter J. Denning, Chairman of the Computer Science 
Department at Purdue Univer sity , insist s ,  11The researchers 
have got to have direct access to the l atest equipment to 
learn the technology, and companies have much better f acil i­
ties.  11 2 9  
Business G r aph ics 
Many appl ications of computer gr aphics today are only 
margi nally considered a r t .  The appl ications c u r r ently 
appl ied by businesses a r e  suppo r t  for architectural render-
ings and proposal s ,  topogr aphy and, using the gene r i c  term, 
"business g r aphics , "  meaning charts and gr aphs.  In the case 
of architecture,  computer g r aphics a r e  used in developing an 
initial design, and then as a source for associates to con-
sul t when working on the f unctional aspect of a design . 
Skid.mor e ,  Owings and Mer r i l l ,  a Chicago a r ch i tectural 
f i rm, has found use of computer g r aphics cheapest when aid-
ing l arge proj ects. They have used the g r aphics system to 
simulate w i nd l oading and cycl ic shadows that would be cast 
on surr ounding buildings and publ i c  a r eas.  The physical con-
cerns are ever-present f or a r chitectural problem solving. It 
is interesting to note the change Skidmore,  Owings and Mer-
rill has f el t  within its o r ganization: 
Experience . • • demonstrated that for the 
computer to be effective it has to be integrated 
into the studio so that people connected w ith de­
sign devel opment and evolution of the proj ect , 
are i nvolved w ith the ctual input of information. 
Not only does this put them in a better position 
to make decisions, but they feel they are a par t  
o f  the process. 30 
This statement r einforces the po si tive outgr owth of the 
teaching of the Bauhaus , and echoes Moholy Nagy agai n :  Art­
ists exploring the potential of the tool s of contempor ary 
technology " • • •  could produce an a r t  that through c l a r i ty ,  
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order and imagination, would make i tself relevant for our 
time. h 
Practical i ty i s  essent i al for any type of successful 
endeavor .  Arch i tecture i s  a soft science, and a discipl ined ,  
spec i al ized br anch o f  the a r t s .  I t  i s  a discipline that 
compa r atively early on , has considered time and money, and 
insightfully combined cr eative endeavor s  w ith modern techno­
logy. This combination has given designe r s  more time and 
stimulation for creativity. " • If an architect can pro-
duce twice as many draw i ngs w i th the compute r ,  he can switch 
more of his t ime to design. h31 
Architecture i s  one of many discipl ines that now uses 
computer g r aphics . Cartographers a r e  another group that 
have benefited f rom the implementation of computer g r aphics 
systems. A simple exampl e of thei r use of a system would be 
having to generate a map of a certain l ocal e ,  and have i t  
stored in memory t o  be used a s  a base for different topo­
g r aphical br eakdowns at a l ater date. 
All types of businesses are ut il iz ing graphic systems 
to prepare charts and gr aph s ,  either for publ ication or as 
v isual cl a r i f i cation of statistical data. Charts and graphs 
are generated, stored i n  memory , and manipulated as the data 
change s .  The new technology saves time and money by having 
to generate the origi nal image only once, and when minor 
changes are necessary, placing the changes in memory,  and 
then regenerating the output. 
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The use of the computer to generate statistical data is 
common throughout the business world.  However , the compil­
ation and a ssimil ation of the data into cha r t ,  g raph o r  map 
form in the past had taken � • • •  as l ong as two years to 
compl ete. 11 32 Robert M.  Leavens, Dealer Survey Manager for 
G ene ral Moto r s '  Cadil l ac Motor Car Division, compl ained, "By 
the time I got it done, it was obsol ete . 11 33 Though gather­
ing data may still take months to compl ete, the gener ating 
maps 11 . . . are produced in l ess than a day. 11 34 
Business g raphics a r e  a practical utiliz ation of new 
technology. Artists a r e  l ikely to tire of the simplicity 
and r epetitive process over long periods of time. Aware-
ness of the medium ' s  possibilities ,  howev e r ,  can become a 
catalyst for the a r tist to l earn to manipulate images on 
more sophisticated systems. 
Another area where computer g r aphics a r e  being used is 
in engineering. Computer-Aided Design and Computer-Aided 
Manuf acturing (CAD/CAM) a r e  disciplines enabl ing enginee r s  
t o  simul ate, test , and r efine infinite types of products 
f r om the space shuttle to contact l ense s .  The initial de­
sign is sketched and then programmed to display on a CRT 
( cathode r ay tube ) , essential ly , a tel evision screen. The 
design is stored in computer memory; it can be retrieved at 
a l ater date so refinements m ay be made. The image may also 
be manipul ated, enabling the artist to see it f rom different 
viewpoints • 
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Computer g r aphics have integrated technol ogy and design. 
The products of this "marriage" are val uable to anyone need­
ing to communicate.  Fortune magaz ine cited many companies 
in their September 8 ,  1 9 8 0 , issue that " • • •  sell sophisti­
cated computerized substitutes for pencil and paper that 
allow enginee r s ,  architects and other designers to draw with 
exceptional speed and accuracy . " 35 It is interesting to 
note that Fortune found Appl icon, Computervision, Autotrol 
Technol ogy, Gerber Scientific and United Telecommunications, 
among other s ,  as companies with " • • •  the highest price­
earnings ratio on the New York Stock Exchange • • • •  11 36 
Computer gr aphics is a f iel d with g r eat potential for a r t­
ist s .  The generated output has value for an infinite number 
of peopl e who need to communicate.  
Computer G raphic Artist s 
The term "computer gr aphic artist, '' is a fairly broad 
term. A computer gr aphic artist may be someone who has had 
extensive art tr aining and experience and has only recently 
begun to expl ore computer gr aphic systems. Conversely, an­
other ar tist may have had computer science and mathematics 
tr aining onl y ,  coupled with a passive interest in the visual 
arts he or she is able to pursue because of the availabil ity 
of computer gr aphic systems in technical fields . Consequent­
ly,  what is occur ring is an enthusiastic exchange between 
these tr aditional ly pol emic discipl ine s .  The r esul ting 
images r emain to be seen. 
Barbara Nessim, Jim Squires, Rich ard Chuang and G lenn 
Entis are computer g raphic ar tists. All have unique back­
g round experiences, and all are pioneering the computer 
gr aphic f iel d .  As the work of each artist is discussed, 
unf amiliar technical terms are likely to be encountered. 
Def initions for each term will be given. Though the work 
discussed is generated by computer systems, each ar tist's 
work r elates to more traditional visual formats as wel l .  
Barbara Nessim 
Barbara Nessim was graduated f rom Pratt Institute over 
20 years ago . Her work prior to its metamorphosis into 
computer form had hethereal , fantasy-ladenh 37 qualities. 
( Images 1, 2 and 3) In September of 1 9 8 0 , Ms . Nessim was 
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invited by the head o f  the Council for the Arts a t  the 
Massachusetts Insti tute of Technology to par ticipate in an 
expl oration of "the great unknown, • computer graphics . .. 38 
Ms . Nessim had to decline the offer ; the timing was incon­
venient, neverthel ess the offer was tempting. 
She began exploring the medium on her own. "The possi-
bilities of cr eating art on a computer was an irresistible 
chall enge . '' 39 
A third f act about Barbara Nessim which made 
her conf rontation with the computer inevitable 
is her curiosity and exuberance about all things 
g raph i c .  When she ' s not working on commiss i oned 
proj ect s ,  she i s  painting • • •  or f l ooding her 
sketchbooks w i th intimate little drawings • • •  
o r  lecturing, • • •  or j udging work for exh i b i tions 
• • •  or teaching • • • •  She has exhibi ted her 
painting s  in 28 g r oup show s ,  5 one-woman show s ,  
has been the subject o f  22 magazine articles • • • •  
Her work has appeared countless t imes on the cov­
ers and in the pages of such maj o r  magazines a s  
Esqu i r e ,  Harpe r ' s , New York Magazine , The New York 
Times Magazine , Time, Psychology Today ,  and Ms ; 
also on poste r s ,  in book s ,  and in a theat r i cal 
production. She i s  a f r eq uent lect urer and is 
curr ently teaching courses in painting, drawing 
and concepts at the School of Visual Arts,  The 
Fashion Institute of Technology and Pratt Insti-
tute,  al l in New Yor k . 4 0  
In short,  Ms.  Nessim is an accomplished, established a r t i st 
with a 11 resounding reputation. 11 41 Whil e being q uite sue-
cessful ,  the need to explore new med i a  consumed her and s o ,  
" • • •  she scouted out programmer s ,  talked to them, asked 
q uestions and r ead,  read, reaa. 11 4 2  P r i o r  to the contacts 
she has r ecently made, she had no sci entific o r  mechanical 
background at all. It is fasci nating to view Ms . Nessim ' s 
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pen-and-ink d r aw i ng s ,  and her waterco l or sketches , and then 
compa r e  them with the work she has done on a computer system. 
( Images 4-1 4 )  
She has absorbed the aesth etics o f  a r t  nou­
veau, a r t  deco; o f  Richard Lindn e r ,  her teacher; 
of Henri Matisse, a favorite paint e r .  There is 
something of Saul Steinbe rg ' s whimsy and l�t and 
generous do ses of s u r r ealism in her w o r k .  
Even s o ,  she has hreadily made the t r ansi tion to t h e  cool 
mechanics of el ect r onic a r t . " 4 4  
As her computer images show ,  use of the computer h a s  
n o t  changed h e r  subj ect matte r ,  but her expression of i t .  
I n  r eply t o  t h e  inevitable q uestion : h i s  it 
dif ficul t to make the t r ansition f rom tr aditional 
graphics t o  the compute r ? "  She r eplies ,  "No , but 
you must think 'machines•. 11 45 
Access to a computer gr aphic system came through her 
involvement with Time, Inc . An expl anation of the hardware 
involved and the steps taken in gener ating images provides 
a general unde r standing of the process. 
The computer images were generated on a Teletex-Telidon 
I PS 2 computer at Time Video Information Services.  
The IPS 2 ,  l i ke most compute r  systems, has 
two monitor s ,  a drawing tablet, a stylus and a 
keyboard.  One mon i t o r  displays the "menu" o r  
l ist o f  computer options. The second monitor 
displays the work in progress . The electronic 
stylus is used for drawing o r  m ak i ng marks o n  the 
drawing tabl e t .  All the marks made on the tablet 
and all commands issued thr ough the keyboard a r e  
viewed on the viewing monito r .  Among the options 
the computer offers a r e  six d r awing mode s :  a dot ,  
a l ine , an a r c ,  a r ectangle, a polygon and a c i r ­
c l e .  To cr eate a r ectangle • • • all you need do 
is indicate the two end points of its diagonal . 
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F r om that information, the computer constructs the 
rectangle of the desired dimens ions. To draw a 
circle,  only two points indicating the length 
of the diameter are needed; the computer com­
pletes the cirl ce. To create an a r c ,  j ust three 
points--to indicate beginning, mid-point and 
end--are enough i nformation to enable the com­
puter to complete the f igure. Triangles, z igzags 
and other f ree-form straight-sided shapes are 
drawn i n  the polygon mode. The artist indicates 
crucial points using the electronic stylus on the 
drawing tablet or by manipulating d i recti onal 
buttons on the keyboard, which can move a cursor 
up, down or diagonally. 46 
The system on which Ms . Nessim produced her l atest 
images i s  not as highly developed as some. The system is 
exempl ary of basic pr ocedural methods and, conseq uently, 
helps show what considerations must be made when confronting 
a blank screen. Aside f rom the basic shapes util i z ed on the 
IPS 2 system, colors are an additional option. 
The colors used in Ms. Nessim ' s computer images are 
certainly a far cry f rom her pen-and-inks and watercol ors.  
She has altered her palette f rom pastel tones to the bol d ,  
saturated color available on the I PS 2 system. The colors 
offered on the system are:  black and white, red, yellow, 
blue , green , magenta, cyan Ca turquoise-blue ) , and s i x  lev-
el s of grey tones. The l ist of colors at f i rst appears very 
constricting; however , the system offers options that extend 
this palette greatly. The follow ing is an explanation of how 
color may be manipulated: 
The enti r e  form can be flooded with a de­
si red hue , or an area can be colored pixel by 
pixel. You can choose to f il l  each pixel , every 
other one, every thi rd one, etc . , etc . , in a 
choice of color and i n  a choice of di rection, 
vertically, horizontally, or diagonally. The 
'1h11 
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deci sion i s  plotted, the command fed into the 
computer ,  and it does the rest,  creating striped, 
checkered, benday and pl aid effect s i n  a dizzying 
choice of patterns. 47 
A pixel is short for the term �picture element . "  A pixel is 
a bit of information; its size varies w ith the resolution of 
the screen; high resolution screens a r e  made up of mill ions 
of pixel s .  Low resolution screens have fewer pixel s ,  and 
the pixels i n  this case are of a l arger size.  
Bits make up bytes of memory . Consequently , when a man-
ufact urer mentions bytes and bi t s ,  computer memory is what 
i s  being discussed. Accessing color in computers uses a lot 
of memory and, hence, is feasible only on l arger , more expen-
sive units. 
High resol ution capabil ities give images truer to actual 
paintings, photographs and real l if e  situations. The system 
used by Ms.  Nessim is f ai rly low resolution (hav ing larger , 
but fewer pi xel s )  and, consequently , her work has a computer-
generated l ook about i t .  
There a r e  certainly parameters that must be considered 
when working on computer graphic systems. But there are 
many areas where v i sual artists have never had as much 
choice, nor as much opportunity for experimentation as now. 
So, contrary to the notion that the computer 
inhibits creativ ity , in actual experience artists 
find that i t  expands their horizons. The vari­
ations and manipulations are so inf inite, arti sts '  
sensibil ities must be more f inely tuned, and they 
must make more precise aesthetic j ud7ments than 
in t r aditional drawing and painting. 8 
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The al tering of some methods of working i s  inev itabl e when 
expl or ing a new medium; i t  i s  the same w i th the computer . 
Howev er ,  there a r e  some methods that remain essential in any 
medium. 
Ms. Nessim has found that the method of working f rom 
the background plane, up, is  the most satisfactory way of 
real iz ing her images. This method i s  similar to many media--
charcoal , watercol o r ,  acry l i c ,  past el ,  oil paint ing-- j ust to 
name a handf ul . 
• . • she means you must be constantly thinking 
ahead about what you w i sh to accompl ish and how 
to command the machine to execute your plan. You 
must plan your image f rom the l ast plane to the 
f i rst , or f rom background to the next l evel up, 
to the next , and so on. In a way , you are work­
ing w i th a graphic i n  motion--not i n  the sense of 
animation--but i n  the sense of growth. You start 
w i th the background col o r ,  add forms, color and 
texture,  l evel by l evel . Each l evel of work over­
lays the preceding one ; each new col ored form 
opaques out the space beneath i t .  However , i f  
y o u  have a change o f  heart about any element, i t  
can b e  r eadily corrected. As each l evel of work 
is compl eted, i t  can be stored in the computer 
memory , so that there i s  a compl ete history of 
the work as i t  evolves. Any one of the l evels or 
sequences can be cal l ed up f rom the memory for 
reconsideration and r ev i sion. In this way, it is 
possible to make changes i n  f o rms, col ors, sizes 
and positions of the el ements--or the whole un i t  
may b e  scrapped and recreated w ithout disturbing 
other l evel s of the artwo r k . 4 9  
Storing previous l evels o f  a piece o f  w o r k  is probably 
one of the more v al uabl e f eatures of computer graphic sys-
terns. This capabil i ty makes a series of studies easier than 
ever before. It also r el eases inhibitions when conf r onted 
with a col or choice,  for instance, enabling the artist to 
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change the color of an a r ea with a touch of a key {knowing 
the f i nal result will be of highest quality , and not likely 
to alter the critical space ar ound the area being changed) 
done heretofore by phy sical alter ation. 
The repr oduction of computer-gener ated images may be 
ach i eved by many photogr aphic processes.  For some sophisti-
cated systems, i t  is possible to reproduce images directly 
onto video tape, film or paper .  On the Video Image Record-
e r ,  the system used to reproduce Ms.  Nessim ' s wor k ,  available 
output options a r e  black and white video, Polaroids and 35 
mm. Ms. Nessim used the Polaroid option for quick checks on 
the images and the 35 mm. for hard copy. 
To make a slide, the desired image is brought 
up f r om the computer memory onto the video screen 
in the Video Image Recorder.  The camer a ,  which 
has a predetermined f i xed lens setting, and comes 
eq uipped w i th red, gr een, blue and clear f il t e r s ,  
is electronically activated. With the l ens open, 
each of the filters automatically passes over the 
lens in sequence, recording the f ul l  color image 
on f ilm,  which is then developed i n  the usual 
commercial l aboratory. From film to hard copy 
should take no more than three hours. 5 0  
So , essentially, the image on the v ideo screen i s  where all 
the work is done. The actual piece is generated f r om the 
video screen, recorded either on video tape, in sl ide form, 
or as a photographic p r i nt .  The resul ting artwor k w i l l  be 
different f rom much of the two-dimensional visual art his-
torically appreciated. 
Barbara Nessim is one of the arti sts who i s  pi oneering 
the f ield of computer gr aphics. It takes a certain amount 
.1 
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of courage to abandon art forms that have been successful in 
the past , as well as a good deal of curiosity. The steps 
being taken in computer graphics by artists like Barbara 
Nessim l ead to discov eries that will be appl icabl e to art­
ists working in the computer g raphic medium, and in other 
media. 
Jim Squires 
Jim Squires has been a student at UCLA since 1 97 8 .  He 
is studying computer art under John Whitney , Sr.  Unlike 
Barbara Nessim, Mr . Sq uires has had extensive t raining in 
the technological aspects of computer graphics . He is in a 
special situation--being able to write programs for his spe­
cific uses,  and al so being par t  of a networ k ,  whereby he is 
abl e to have his programs interf ace with those of other com­
puter gr aphic a r tist s .  
Mr . Squires has w ritten a program he cal l s  ''Distraction , " 
" which received its name f rom Squires ' discovery that 
' every impl ementation of an idea l ed me Chim] to three new 
ones • . 11 51 The images shown here ( Images 15-17 ) are exampl es 
of what this program can do . He developed this program in 
Assembly language. 
Machine l anguage is the most efficient computer l an­
guage to use. The r eason for this is that it is made up of 
z eroes and ones, or on and off switches that, when used in 
certain sequences, prompt the computer into certain actions 
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using l ittle memory space. It is called a low-level l an­
guage, because i t  mostly closely resembles processes that 
occur di rectly within computer memory. In other words , it 
does not have to be translated f r om ,  say, BASIC, a high­
level l anguage that very much resembles the Engl ish 
l anguage, before it initiates action w ithin the memory. 
It is a very diff icult l anguage to learn, because it does 
not resemble the Engl ish l anguage. But it is most eff ici ent 
to use because i t  uses l i ttle memory to store codes for 
t r anslation f r om BASIC to machine. 
Mr . Sq uires developed the "Distraction" program on a 
Chromatics CGC 7 9 0 0  col or g r aphics compute r .  Commands to 
build images on this system may be entered by use of a 
j oystick ( which l ooks like a length of dowel rod that 
swivels on a base , and has a button at the top that acti­
vates and cuts off action when pressed) , or through a 
digitiz ing tablet <essent ially, a drawing pad, used w ith a 
l ight pen stylus ) .  The pad has a mesh of w i res that are 
sensitive to the l ight pen, and a s  an x-y coordinate of 
the mesh i s  activated by the pen, the coordinate appears on 
the d i splay screen. I f  a rough sketch were drawn on the 
tablet with the stylus,  the rough, organically sketched form 
would be what appeared on the displ ay screen. The l ight pen 
stylus was an option availabl e to Barbara Nessim. Instead 
of using hers w i th a digitiz ing tabl et, the !PS 2 system 
required the l ight pen be used di rectly on the d i splay 
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scr een in conjunction w i th commands entered in on the key­
board. 
The Chromatics CGC 790 0 ,  used by Mr.  Sq uires,  is a much 
mor e sophisticated system than the IPS 2 used by Ms. Nessim. 
Unlike the IPS 2 ,  which displays a total of about 15 col o r s ,  
including blac k ,  white and s i x  shades o f  g r ey ,  the CGC 7900  
system is capable of supporting col or selection f rom 16  
mil l ion col ors ( 256 are simultaneously displ ayabl e) --very 
impressive for even the most color-conscious artist.  Access 
for arti sts to systems such as this one is cer tainly more to 
the point than the IPS 2 .  
The Chromatics CGC 7900 and the IPS 2 are simil ar in 
the type of reproduction processes compatible w i th each. 
Like the IPS 2 ,  the CGC 7 9 0 0  images are reproduced by a cam­
era outside the hardware system itsel f .  "Hard copy i n  the 
form of 35 mm. Kodak Ektachrome slides was produced f rom 
the CGC 7900 ' s  scr een on a Mat r i x  3000 col o r  camer a. 11 52 As 
mentioned earl i e r ,  another form of reproduct ion, one which 
more compl ex systems utilize, i s  generated w ithin the hard­
ware itsel f and hard copy takes the form of video f ilm, slide 
film or pape r .  
The .. Distraction" program is considered a f i rst gen­
eration version : Sq ui res would l ike to 11 • • •  eventually 
create key f rames of an animation sequence. His anticipated 
second ver sion will take two key frames and interpolate the 
image ,  thus ' animating ' a sequence f rom one key f rame to the 
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next . h 5 3  Interpolation is a process that begins with one 
image and generates the intermediate steps between it , and a 
second image. An exampl e might be accessing two images ,  one 
of a man standing w i th his r ight arm extended to the side 
and bent at the elbow. The second image is of the man with 
his r i ght arm extended straight out at his side, at a 9 0 -
degree angle t o  h i s  body. The computer program would 
interpolate, or generate, the intermediate images, between 
the first image and the second, thus , when shown in se-
quence , the image is animated. It i s  obvious how much time 
will be saved in animation by this process.  Squi res has 
developed a prototype for the second generation of "Distrac-
tionh and has used it " • to generate color background 
for the video v i sual music of B radley Fri edman ' s  videotape, 
Hot Spl ice. •• 5 4  
An explanation is given about the generating o f  "Desert 
Discovery , h  in order to see the simil arities and differ ences 
in the working processes of Squires and of Barbara Nessim. 
To create an image, the user can specify 
areas of color and f i l l  them. He or she can also 
create curves and shaded groupings of polygons, 
filtering and smearing areas under precise control 
• • •  to create the radiating 11sky11 in 11Desert 
Discovery , "  Squi res started with several superim­
posed c i rcl e s ;  this r esulted in a moi re pattern 
that was then smoothed by a programming routine. 
The ''mesa '' i n  the image is an outl ined black 
polygon, and the hdesert floor " consists of color 
strips that are l inerally shaded in val ue .  
In Squires' opinion, the most impo rtant 
computer technique he has access to,  the one that 
helps him the most in the cr eation of his artwork , 
l. 
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is the abil ity to test and evaluate tens of thou­
sands of col o r s  for a given image in a matter of 
minutes. Thi s  i s  particularly impo rtant in a 
potential animation prog r am because, depending on 
how certain images are shaded, they can appear to 
be either approaching or receding f r om a v i ewer . 
But this abil ity to test the effects of color on 
an image also gives Sq uires occasi onal moments of 
di scomfort.  " I  can ' t  help feel ing guilty at times , "  
he admitted. "No a r t i st has ever had tools 1 ike 
this before.  It would take hours or days of pain­
staking work for many conventional artists to 
change the col ors on one of the i r  images even once. SS 
The system Sq ui res uses has a l a rger memory , he knows how . to 
prog r am in Assembly language and, consequently ,  he i s  able 
to use his system ' s memory for the special effects he de-
si res. As v isual art,  his images seem ill ustrative at one 
extreme-- his "Dese r t  Di scovery " and "The Last Surv ivo r "  are 
exempl ary of this-- and concerned w i th pattern at the other, 
as in "Revenge of the MCP . " Most of the interest in the 
pieces l i es in the new technique, the wonder of how it was 
done. The compositions themselves a r e  simpl e, the two " l and-
scapes" work well enough, but the third, patterned, "The 
Revenge of the MCP , "  l acks compositional str ength. While 
Sq ui res is certainly capable technical ly,  his t rain ing i n  
aesthetics appears wanting. 
Barbara Nessim could be considered the Ying, and J im 
Sq ui res the Yang in computer g r aphic development. Her 
str ength i s  unq uesti onably visual presentation. Her work 
lacks the sophisticated techniques of Sq uires,  but , none­
thel ess,  her images have a wonder ful , lyr ical sense of 
composition; and while her palette i s  l imited, she is able 
to convey excitement , daring and boldne ss.  
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Their wor k s '  strengths and weaknesses are complemen­
tary. There is room for the v i sually strong to l earn f rom 
the technically abl e, and the technically abl e has need to 
l earn f rom the v i sually strong. These artists exempl ify 
the necessary and stimulating exchanges computer graphic 
artists are experiencing. 
Richard Chuang and Gl enn Ent is 
Richard Chuang and Glenn Entis are Vice Presidents of 
Pac i f ic Data Images ,  a three-person group that produces 
computer-generated animation for broadcast television and 
f ilm. The company was formed in 1 982. Richard Chuang is 
Vice President of Hardware Engineering and Technical Di rector 
at POI . He i s  one of the original designers of the company ' s  
animation system. He holds a B. S. degree in el ectrical 
engineering f rom the University of Cal ifornia, Dav is.  Glenn 
Ent i s ,  also at POI , is Vice President of Software and Tech­
nical Director . He, too , was one of the developers of PDI ' s  
animation system. Be holds a B . A. degree in philosophy and 
a B . F. A. in f ine arts f rom Ohio Wesleyan University. He has 
also done graduate work in computer science at the Polytech­
nic Institute of New Yo r k .  
The wor k Chuang and Entis a r e  producing w i l l  need much 
more expl anation, technically , than did either Nessim' s or 
Sq ui res ' .  Thei r work i s  at the cutting edge of what i s  
developing i n  computer graphics, and essent i al to the under­
standing of the medium ' s potenti al .  It is also apparent 
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f r om the reproduc t i on of some of the i r  st i l l s  { Images 1 8  and 
1 9 ) , that the qual ity of thei r compo s i tions and sense of de­
sign i s  highly developed. 
In an a r t i cl e  in Computer G r aph ics and Appl ications, 
Chuang and Ent i s  give a step-by-step explanation of the i r  
animation produc t i on methods. They u t i l i z e  technical ski l l s ,  
practical methods and aestheti c s  t o  produce pionee r i ng proto­
type s .  The i r  nar r a t i on i l l ustrate s  the processes involved i n  
computer-gene r a ted v ideo : 
The animation of computer generated images 
has made a number of cont r i but ions to the enter­
tainment industry , and the future of these images 
i n  film and telev i s i on l ooks prom i s i ng .  Although 
many compute r  animation techniques have been w ide­
ly resear ched and publ ished, thei r  actual commercial 
use i n  product i on studios i s  s t i l l  i n  i t s  r elative 
infancy . 
The c r eation of animation for the entertain­
ment f ield r eq u i res a combi nation of technical 
capabi l ity, design sense, and p r act i cal product ion 
s k i l l s  • • •  we de s c r i be the use of comput er g r aph­
ics techniques i n  a production env i ronment ; i n  
doing s o ,  w e  stress t h e  practice, rather than 
theory, of computer g r aph i c s .  
Pac i f i c  Data Images produces commercial com­
puter gener ated animation f o r  broadcast tel ev i sion. 
What f ol l ow s  is a step-by-step explanation of how 
comme r c i al animation i s  produced a t  our f acil i ty .  
I n  the course of this expl ana t i on ,  w e  w i l l  di scuss 
several tools we ' ve buil t to suppo r t  the animation 
proce s s .  In parti cul a r ,  we emph a s i z e  softw a r e  at 
POI , since software cont inues to be the key tech­
nical animation component that cannot be bought 
hoff-the-shel f . h 
The techniques covered • • •  provide an ex­
ampl e of how a typical piece i s  produced in our 
studi o ,  so we make no cl aim to univer sal i ty .  None­
thel e s s ,  this  w al k  t h rough our product ion process 
should impart a sense of what producing computer 
animation i s  l ik e .  
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Image 1 8  
Image 1 9  
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System overview. The PDI animation system 
was developed specifically for the production of 
commerci al animat ion. It produces smooth anima­
tion of 3-D shaded raster images and f eatures an 
animation l anguage, a model ing tool k i t ,  real time 
animation design, and several view ing options. 
Output is to 16 mm. or 35 mm. film,  or to one inch 
. d  56 vi eo tap. 
In r ev i ew ing statements made about PDI ' s  animation 
system thus f a r ,  it is w i se to define some of the termi-
nology being used. Fi rst , Chuang and Entis mention 
" software" being a key component in technical animation, 
and that it cannot be bought .. off-the-shel f . " Software, 
in this use,  is different programs written by computer 
programmers to produce various resul t s .  There are software 
programs w r i tten for all sorts of uses--for bookkeeping, 
publ ishing and teaching--to name a few. The software pro-
grams are stored on fl oppy disks and are written in vari ous 
computer l anguage s ;  a few software l anguages that have been 
mentioned before are BASIC and Assembly . I n  the paragr aph 
subheaded System overview , there are a few terms worth 
defining in order to make f urther reading comprehensibl e. 
The phrase, 113-D shaded raster images" may be expl ained 
a s  any image on the screen appear ing to be three-dimens ional . 
I t  i s  shaded, or modelled, so a s  to give an ill usion of 
three dimens i ons,  and which i s  r ecorded onto film, for 
exampl e, by the raster scanning technique. The raster 
scanning technique records the 3-D shaded images through a 
l ight-sens itive component that scans back and forth across 
an image, one row of pixel s at a time, recording the color 
of each pixel onto the receiving f ilm. When the compl ete 
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image is scanned, as j ust described, the product is a still 
reproduction of one f r ame in a video sequence. 
Another ph rase that may need clarification is "animation 
l anguage . "  This i s  simply expl ained as a progr amming l anguage 
w ritten w ith the specific end r esul t of animating images. 
However simply the phrase may be explained, the actual devel­
opment of a new animation l anguage may take months of tedious 
writing, rewriting and debugging. 
A "modell ing tool kit"  is a program that enabl es the 
artist to do exactly as the phrase indicates, and that is to 
model , or shade, and resh ape various images. It is most like­
ly written in an animation language. In animation, the l ight 
source is l ikely to change the way objects appear because of 
the movement of the obj ect s ,  or because the l ight source it­
sel f is moving . 
The combined capability of animation and model ling is 
the basis of computer g r aphic imaging . 
"Real time animation design" is simply the generating 
of animated imagery at a speed at which humans experience 
real l ife. This seems simpl istic at first: however , a 
computer regenerates an image 30 times per second, and so 
would be capable of running through an hour of " r eal time" 
animation in a matter of minutes, if it were progr ammed to 
generate each f rame of an animated sequence only once. In 
order for us to appreciate an animated piece, the images 
must be reproduced by " r eal- time animation design . " 
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The " several viewing options" mentioned refer to how 
the images are di splayed for the v i ewer.  Image manipulation 
is done on a CRT screen-- C di splay screen, cathode £ay tube ) , 
a conventional telev ision screen. The image may be di splayed 
at any of many CRTs tied into a computer graphic system. 
The v iewing options also incl ude a video camera di splay. 
Addi tional opt ions w il l  be explained further. 
The f ol l owing describes the types of di splay options 
used in generating animated sequences. It also gives an 
overview of the animation system designed by PDI : 
Animation i n  our system is defined by script s  
wri tten i n  our animation l anguage, by world coor-
dinate polygon f il e s ,  and by motion data. 57 
The "world coordinate polygon f iles"  and "motion data" men­
tioned here are f il es that contain information about the 
general structure of obj ects in three-dimensional space and 
about the phy sics of motion. Th ese f il e s  a r e  accessed on 
command, o r  automatical ly , if certain conditions exist, to 
generate animation. Chuang and Entis continue their  expla-
nation of animation product ion : 
Data i s  processed by the scr ipt program, which 
interprets the animation script and c r eates one of 
several polygonal output f il es.  
Screen coordinate polygon f il es can be sent 
either to the renderer for the production of an­
tial iased , shaded r aster images, or to a w i ref rame 
display program that displ ay s  the polygon edges in 
ant i al i ased vector form. World coordinate polygon 
files can al so be di splayed i n  w i r ef rame form and 
can define models used by other scripts.  Vector 
files are sent to the real time vector device for 
interactive v i ew ing and animation design. 
I 
l. 
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Images are di splayed on color moni tors,  vector 
terminal s ,  and the system ' s real-time vector de­
vice; images can also be sent di rectly to one of 
two f ilm recorders or to an • • •  encoder for re­
cording onto videotape. The color monitors a r e  
located a t  graphics w o r k  stations, which are 
equipped w ith terminals and data tablets for in-
teractive use by animation designer s . 5 8  
All th i s  may sound incomprehensibl e ;  s o ,  at th is point, 
it is appr opriate to cl arify what exactly is be i ng desc r i bed. 
Images 20 and 21 visually exempl ify the differences between 
shaded raster images and w i ref rame vector forms. In brief,  
a script program ( the initial sequence of events to be gr aph-
ically generated) may be further developed by two programs. 
The f i rst is the renderer program, which will enabl e the 
artist to shade images that w il l  be recorded w i th the raster 
scanning technique, expl ained earl ier . The second program 
the script may be sent to i s  "the w i ref rame display program 
that di splays the polygon edges i n  antialiased vector 
form. 11 59 Image 2 0  clarifies the rendering prog r am capa-
b i l ities,  and Image 21 clarif ies a w iref rame vector program 
form. The w i ref rame vector form depletes much l ess of the 
system ' s memory and, consequently, makes manipulating images 
f aster .  If the kind of manipulation done on the vector sys-
tern were done i n  the rendering system, the regeneration of 
the new image would take much more time due to the detail 
int r i nsic w ithin the rendering system. Consequently , when 
maj or adjustments to the script are being made, they are 
made i n  w i ref rame vector form, and then at a l ater time 
accessed by the rendering program to ref ine the image. 
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Image 20 
Image 2 1  
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The fol l ow ing i s  an explanation of the initial steps of 
conceptual iz ing an animated proj ect : 
We rely heavily on a script system for our 
animation design. Our scr ipt system is a special 
purpose gr aph ics l anguage suppor ting animation at 
a high l eve1. 5 9  
When Chuang and Ent i s  refer to a h g r aphics language sup­
porting animation at a high l evel , "  they are saying that 
this system is easy to use--use r-friendly.  
We use the name "scr ipt 11 because of the way 
the animation l anguage i s  used in the production 
process.  In the early stages of a j ob ,  the basic 
model s and motion for animation a r e  roughed out 
in the scr ipt language. This original scr ipt 
alr eady includes elementary timing, l ighting, 
viewing and modell ing information that l ater will 
be ref ined and used in the construction of the 
f inal product. At each production stage, this 
script is updated to refl ect production changes 
and to incorporate new models and motion data f r om 
other parts of the system. Thus , the scr ipt i s  
much l ike a movie scr i pt i n  that i t  concisely 
describes what should happen when and where in the 
production. Unl ike a mov i e  script, however , the 
scr i pt al so defines the animation and i s  run di­
rectly to create both the intermediate and f inal 
versions of a j ob. 
There are several advantages to this ap­
proach. The script was bu i l t  to be a fast pro­
totyping language for image building and motion 
testing. Typi cally,  the prel iminary rough script 
for an animation sequence i s  built i n  the very 
first session with a cl ient. This capabi l ity for 
rapid prototyping i s  essential for design expe ri-
mentation and flexibil i ty . 6 1  
Although the technical terminol ogy a t  times seems tedious 
when expl aining computer-generated animation, it is enl ight-
ening t o  f ind out that even peopl e as technically well versed 
as Richard Chuang and Glenn Entis are ultimately concerned 
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about aesthet ics , and the g r owth that comes f rom expe r imen-
tation w i th a medium i n  producing a de s i r ed product. 
Chuang and Ent i s  have designed the i r  system to make al-
tering images and generating images as effortl ess as they 
possibly can. The system has been designed to be user-
f riendly. This does not negate the fact that much ground 
work had to be laid to make easy usage po ssible. Next i s  an 
explanation of how a simpl e image i s  generated: 
• • •  the script <program) d i rectly handles data 
types and model l ing operations for l ighting, view­
ing , and transformation, thus f r eeing the script­
writer to concentrate on what has to be done, 
rather than how it has to�implemented. Most 
script values default to predefined values if not 
expl icitly set by the animator , making simple ob­
j ect def initions f ast and easy. For exampl e ,  if a 
f ive-sided p r i sm is r equi red, the script command 
i s :  prism 5 .  (The command i s  typed on the key­
board. ) 
Unspecif i ed p r i sm att r i butes,  such as color , 
radi u s ,  heigh t ,  and s u r f ace type, all default to 
standard and/or previously set v al ue s .  In addi­
tion, viewing parameter s ,  such as camera position, 
focal length, l igh ts,  wi ndow and v i ewport,  are al l 
set i n  the script (or , again,  default to standard 
values) so that when an obj ect i s  cr eated, it can 
be transformed into i t s  f inal screen position. 
Since the animation for a sequence i s  o r i­
ginally prototyped and ref ined i n  the same script 
that creates the f inal piece , the po ssibil i ty for 
error and the necessity of tedious data tran-
scription i s  greatly reduced. 6 1  
Inherent i n  all of the computer systems discussed i s  their 
abil i ty to reduce tedious w o r k .  Chuang and Entis go o n  to 
discuss motion design, and although i t  i s  fascinating to dis-
cover the considerations taken in the cinematic facet of 
animation, computer graph i c  f ilm study i s  beyond the scope 
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of this pape r .  However,  they also go on to discuss model 
design, and this special ized section is certainly within 
consideration : 
An animator may be called on to animate al­
most any kind of object, so it is important that 
his available modell ing tools be flexibl e  and fast. 
A prime obj ective of our model l ing tools is to 
provide j ust such a set of general capabil ities-­
one that allows quick obj ect definition without 
the necessity of using custom software • • • •  
The scr ipt language • • •  is used to create 
most models based on geometric primitives and to 
bui l d  up parts of model s created on other pro­
g r ams. Quickly speci f i ed simple objects made f rom 
primitives are especially useful as stand-in ob­
ject s .  But the script is the basis o f  both the 
animation and model l ing systems, so all script 
primitives can also be used as building blocks for 
more compl icated model s.  Many model s ,  such as 
buildings w ith mul tiple level s ,  windows and doors 
can be constructed by combining very simple geo­
metric forms. ( See Image 22 . )  
Other model l ing prog r ams create var i ous types 
of spl ine-based object s ,  including patches, free­
form surfaces, and "swirl s . " There i s  also a spe­
c i al prog r am for creating three-dimensional l ogos 
f rom two-dimensional contours • • • •  Images 19 and 
2 3  illustrate models defined with various spl ine­
based surf aces. 
Stil l  other programs form various geometric 
surfaces on polygonal mesh. For exampl e, a recent 
j ob called for the animation of rocky surf aces, g� 
a f ractal modeller was used to create mountains. 
The term "f ractal " is a new term, so new, it will probably be 
included i n  the next edition of Webster 1 s . Fractals are worth 
defining in much detail . They are a new form of "shape 11 that 
can be generated on computer graphic systems and have impl ica­
tions for f i elds such as physics and mathematics. They are 
an immensely important di scovery for many fields . 
.. 
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Image 22 
Image 2 3  
.... . 
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Including seemingly extr aneous nar ration in the expla-
nation of f r actal s i s  necessary , because th i s  additi onal 
information imparts the sense of exci tement this new 
"shape" i s  causing :  
At ungodly hou r s  of the morning o r  the even­
ing, when the town ' s  compute r s  a r e  f reed f rom 
mundane activ ities,  Palo Alto, Cal ifornia hums. A 
simple two-story building which looks a s  though i t  
should belong to a dentist rather than a computer 
company is no exception. Outside i s  parked a beat­
up Volvo w i th paper coffee cups strew n  across the 
back seat. Inside computer scientist B il l  Gosper 
sits in f ront of a terminal , eyes scanning the 
screen • • • •  He i s  l athe-thin and ashen f rom the 
hours he keeps. But w ith f ingers as l ong as heron 
w ings ,  he plays the computer and it plays back. 
Gosper is searching for an image that he made 
a few weeks earl ier to please a f r iend. He f inally 
finds i t .  It appears on the high-resolution color 
mon i to r ,  drawn in l ine-by- l ine . A white l ightening 
bol t  darts within an o range l ightening bolt which 
da rts w ithin many more multi-hued l ightening bol ts.  
The j agged shape repeats i tsel f w ith eye-pl easing 
regul arity at different scal es.  "Th i s  i s  a very 
simple f ractal , "  he nearly apol ogi z e s ,  but he obvi­
ously enjoys its aesthetics. ( Image 2 4 }  
Fractal s are not s o  hard to f ind across San 
Francisco B ay in Mar i n  County , where Loren Car­
penter makes f ractal images for Lucasf ilm • • • •  
Carpenter i s  a member of the staff for computer 
graphics proj ects (the f i rst such unit w ithin a 
mov i e  company > . His specialty is coaxing imag­
inary landscapes out of mammoth computers.  "We 
want the image to l ook indistingui shable f rom l ive 
act ion. I t  should l ook l ike someone went i n  there 
with a camera and made a mov i e , " he expl ains.  
Tall orde r .  But Carpenter and his colleagues 
are perfecting the techniques that w il l  bring r ea­
l istic computer g r aphics to the mov i e  screen. In 
a da rkened room w ith several shelves of video tape 
mach i ne s ,  he demonstrates what i s  al ready possi­
ble. "Everything that you see in this animation i s  
syntheti c , " h e  says w ith pride. The tape begins 
with h i l l s  of gr een polygons, cold artif icial shapes 
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Image 2 4  
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that you instantly associate with a compute r .  Sud­
denly they erupt , forcing up a mountain range as 
cr aggy and maj esti c  as the Rockies. Exhilarated, 
you fly through them, up and down steep cl iffs 
scattered w ith ledges, covered w ith ice , until you 
land safely on an outcropping. "Th i s  i s  f r actal , 
this i s  f r actal , th i s  i s  f ractal , "  Carpenter hur­
riedly expl ains,  pointing to the most real istic 
images w ith the same delight that Gosper voiced. 
Fr actal ? Close the dictionary. The word was 
coined in 1 9 7 5 .  But a sense is already building 
in f i el ds as diverse as physics and ecol ogy , pure 
mathematics and computer science, that f ractals 
a r e  changing the way we look at the world. "No 
one w il l  be considered scientifically l iterate 
tomor r ow who i s  not famil iar w ith f r actal s , " of­
fers John Wheel e r ,  professor of physics at the 
University of Texas in Austin. " [Smithsonian, 
November 1 98 3 . l  " F r actals delineate a whole new 
way of thinking about st ructure and f orm, 11 w rites 
Paul Davies,  professor of phy sics at the Univer­
sity of New Castle-upon-Tyne, England. 
Fractals describe a new geometry of nature. 
They form a f ield of mathematics that may have a 
profound impact on how we v i ew the world, not only 
in art and f ilm, but in many br anches of sci ence 
and technology, from astronomy to economics to 
predicting the weather . Eucl id ' s  l ines ,  planes 
and spheres--the pure shapes that you probably 
studied i n  high school geometry--describe the 
world of bu i l t  things. Fractals tackle the chancy 
intricacies of nature--bark patterns i n  oak trees , 
mud cr acks in a dry riverbed, the prof ile of a 
broccol i spear • • • •  They are a family of i r re­
gular shapes w i th j ust enough regulartiY so that 
they can be mathematically described. 
A f ractal model l e r ,  as Chuang and Ent i s  empl oy in the gen-
eration of i r regul ar image s ,  is an exampl e of cutting edge 
development i n  computer gr aphics and i n  other f ields. They 
give credit in the i r  research to an article co-written by 
Loren Carpenter of Lucasf ilms. Since f r actal images a r e  
int r i nsic i n  the development o f  computer-generated v i sual 
art,  a brief history and further explanation of these images 
will be analyzed. 
l 
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For now, though, it i s  essent i al to continue discussion 
of the computer animation process dev eloped by Richard Chuang 
and Gl enn Ent i s  to understand the considerations given and 
the systems uti l i z ed i n  generating images. Some images are 
not effici ently reproduced by manipul ation of geometr i c  
shape s ,  but must be drawn by hand. The approach used, when 
this i s  the case, empl oys an interactive graphics editor. 
As the a r t i st draws the model w ith a data 
tablet and interactive display ,  the computer 
stores the artist ' s  drawing i n  a f i l e .  Th is 
information i s  converted into polygons, which can 
then be used as a model or as input into other 
modeling programs. 6 5  
There i s  a third method o f  generating non-geometric images 
which involves 11scanning the original art into the di splay 
memory with a v ideo camera. 11 66 This method is used when 
the desi red image i s  f r ee form and al ready in exi stence i n  
another medium. After a des i red image has been either bui l t ,  
drawn o r  scanned and stored i n  memory, the next step i n  
ref ining the image i s  r endering.  
Rende r i ng a computer g r aphics model , which 
is done after a model has been defined, means 
di spl aying i t  i n  col or on a CRT screen as a sol id 
obj ect w ith hidden surfaces r emoved and proper 
3-D shading. Stand-in models are • • • useful 
• • •  for the determination of col or , obj ect 
placement i n  the scene and scale. An exampl e of 
a scene of rendered stand-in model s (polygonal 
stand-ins in a still l ife)  i s  shown in Image 2 0 .  
The col ors and f inal placement of the objects 
were determined using those stand- ins, after 
which the f inal , detailed scene ( Image 1 8 )  was 
created. 67 
The computer images produced by Chuang and Ent i s  are 
certainly more complex than Barbara Nessim ' s ,  at face val ue. 
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They also convey a higher sense of design than J im Sq u i res'  
wor k .  While each is generating computer g r aphic image s ,  the 
results--and th i s  in art i s  as it should be--are strikingly 
different . 
Ms . Nessim ' s work has been i n  the f i el d  of art and de­
sign. Her work displays the lyrical qual ities often expressed 
in traditional medi a.  Her computer work appears coarse in 
some respects i n  compar i son with the work of Sq ui res ,  and of 
the Chuang and Ent i s  team. It i s  l ikely that if Ms. Nessim 
had been ut i l iz ing the more advanced systems of Squires or 
PDI , her work would still contain the ethereal qual ities ap­
parent in her pen- and-ink and watercolor sketches. Whether 
thi s  i s  de s i r abl e i s  not the quest ion; i t  i s  sufficient j ust 
to indicate that the probabil ity exi sts. 
Jim Squi res ' work is still developing, considering he 
i s  yet a student. He has a full understanding of the tech­
nical g r oundwork that must be l aid to produce computer 
imaging, though the images he generates indicate room for 
further aesthetic growth. The considerations he is faced 
w ith are different f rom either Nessim, or Chuang and Ent i s ,  
i n  that they a r e  not wholly aesthetic,  nor involved w ith the 
practical production dimension. Conseq uently, Squires'  wor k ,  
overal l ,  i s  more experimental and expl oratory . 
Chuang and Ent i s  combine the technical exper tise and 
design sense to produce images for prof i t .  They must con­
sider the practical approach to animation. They are able to 
do this by keeping thei r standards high. The medium is high-
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tech and the images a r e  high qual ity. The i r  cooperative 
effort i s  except i onal and, hence, provides impetus for 
potential computer graphic a r t i st s .  
Fractal s 
Fractals were mentioned briefly when Chuang ' s  and Ent i s '  
model ing systems were di scussed. Fractals are considered 
further because of the anticipated eff ect their di scovery 
may have on the arts and science s .  The effect t h e i r  dis­
covery has had al ready has been profound. A brief history 
of thei r di scovery will help t i e  in their importance in com-
puter graphics and the importance computer graphics commands 
i n  the understanding of f r actal s .  
Thus f a r ,  the h i story of computer graphics has been 
surveyed, as well as some of the medium ' s current pe ripheral 
appl ications, and artists exploring the medium also have 
been di scussed. The use of f r actal s in computer-generated 
imaging i s  occurring presently--concurrently with the work 
of Nessim, Squi res, and Chuang and Enti s--and i t  is al so a 
topic of specul ation on the f urther development of computer 
graphics,  as well as other f iel ds.  
The def inition of a f ractal has yet to be explained, 
and so i t  w il l  be done h e r e :  
Fractals w riggle and wrinkl e,  meander and 
dawdle while remaining inf initely r i ch i n  detail . 
Magnify one again and again and more detail al­
ways emerges. Just as a twig r esembl es a br anch 
and a branch resembl es a tree, each part of a 
f ractal is l ike the whole. ( Images 24 and 25)  
That indeed is the def inition of f ractal , 
according to Benoit Mandelbrot, who coined the 
term. h i f  you l ook at the c i rcl e , " he expl ains, 
hthen l ook at i t  more and more closely, you w il l  
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Imperfect form of ginger root is no mathematical 
match for fractal dragon, but strangely resembles it. 
Image 2 5  
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see a smal l e r  and smal l er segment of the curve 
and i t  w il l  appear to become st raighter and 
str aighter . "  Th ere i s  no new structure i n  a 
ci rcl e at higher magnif ications. I t  simply looks 
more l ike a straigh t  l ine . But imagine a shape 
in which increasing detail is revealed w i th in­
cr easing magnif ication, and the newly revealed 
str ucture l ooks the same as what you have seen at 
lower magnif ications. This shape is a f ractal . 
Within the f amily of f ractal s are two cl ans. 
Geometric f r actal s ,  l ike Gosper ' s  [mentioned ear­
l i er ] , repeat an identical pattern over and over 
at different scal es.  Random f r actal s ,  l ike Car­
penter ' s  [also discussed earl ier]  lg9dscapes, 
introduced some el ements of chance. 
The analysis of f r actal shapes i s  pe r ti nent to the study of 
computer g r aphic a r t .  I n  one sense, the analysis attempts 
to show where and how the structure may be util iz ed. A 
broader understanding of the tool at hand i s  essent i al for 
its worth to be real iz ed. 
Benoit Mandel brot is considered the " f ather and cham­
pion 11 6 8  of f r actal s.  
"His colleagues describe Mandelbrot a s  a genius-­
eccent r i c ,  l iterate and cont rary . He describes himself 
as a self-taught nonconformist. Whatever el se,  he i s  
one mathematician who does not speak i n  dry , perfectly 
balanced equations. 11 6 9  
Mandel brot w a s  born i n  Poland i n  1 9 2 4 .  He ski pped most of 
college, but passed the entr ance exam to the Ecole Poly-
techniq ue , the leading Fr ench sci ence school . He received a 
master ' s  degree f r om the Cal ifornia Institute of Technol ogy 
in aeronaut ics.  He then returned to the University of Pa r i s ,  
where he earned a doctorate i n  mathematics . "Mandelbrot ac-
cepted a position at IBM ' s Thomas J .  Watson Research Center 
in Yorktown Heights,  New York ,  where he i s  now an IBM Fellow 
and manager of a gr oup working on f ractal s .  
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IBM ' s  Research Center is considered the " ivory tower of 
the corporate world, a university without teaching r espon­
sibil ities.  117 0 Mr.  Mandel brot ' s  off ice i s  described a s  
"spartan, windowless,  bare-wal l ed ,  and sits a t  the end o f  a 
hallway because he can ' t stand noise . " In describing the 
origins of his work on f ractal s ,  he looks back 25 to 30 
yea r s ,  "to a time when sci ence l ooked at things that were 
regul ar and smooth . 117 1  
He was intr igued by what a r e  called chaotic 
phenomena . At IBM he turned h i s  attention to a 
chaotic problem in data transmission by telephone. 
Every elect r i cal signal is subj ect to r andom per­
turbations called noise. Usually the noise is not 
so overpowering that it interferes w ith the signal ' s  
message. But under certain conditions noise does 
interfere w ith the signal in destructive ways. 
Mandel brot found a way to describe the chance fluc-
tuations. 7 2  
The foundations on which Mandel brot built his ideas came f rom 
the work of mathemati c i ans who worked beween 1875  and 1 9 2 5 .  
The work the men pursued involved describing shapes which 
the i r  coll eagues described as ''pathol ogical 11 and "monste r s . " 
" Scient ists of the day were convinced such shapes were . . . 
no relation to nature. " 7 3 A summary of three of these sci-
ent i st s '  work i s  described: 
Helge von Koch added ever smaller triangles 
to the side of a l arge t r i angle to create an in­
fini tely int r i cate snowflake curve ( Image 2 6 ) . 
Gui seppe Peano ' s  curve w r i thed i n  contortions 
until it nearly filled a plane. Georg Cantor ' s  
shapes evaporated i nto mere dust pa rticles while 
they repeated a pattern into inf inity • • •  Man­
delbrot • • •  saw the i r  simil arities and called 
them "f racta�� " ( f rom Latin f ratus : broken o r  
f ragmented) . 
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Mandelbrot wrote a paper i n  the l ate 1 9 6 0 s  on f r actals and 
l ater , in 1 97 5 ,  a book. In it he used computer gr aphics to 
ill ustrate f r actal s ,  and acknowledges "without computer 
g r aphics , th is work < r esearch of f ractal s )  would have been 
compl etely disregarded. 117 5  Wonder f ul l andscapes were ere-
ated f rom Mandel brot ' s  ideas , by a physici st at IBM named 
Richard Voss ( Image 2 7 ) . 
These images helped pr oduce a change in the 
scient i f ic world v i ew .  Until recently scientists 
bel ieved that the only shapes that were useful in 
sci ence were those simple Euclidian shapes, l ines ,  
planes and spheres ; all else was chaos. There was 
order and there was disorde r .  Now there is order 
< simple shape s ) , manageabl e chaos ( f racta l s )  ( Images 
2 8 ,  2 9 ,  and 30 ) and unmanageabl e chaos. 
The aesthetic beauty came as a total surpr i se 
• • •  a premium. When peopl e f i rst came to work 
on this proj ect, thei r f i rst reaction to making 
t�e i�gges was i nv a r i ably a kind of intoxica­
tion. 
I t  appears that the di scovery of f ractal s i s  an in-
stance wher eby the g r owth of science and of art proceed 
simultaneously. It i s  an enl ightening experi ence for all 
concerned to see that diverse disciplines are related. The 
real istic mountainscape generated by Richard Voss i s  exem-
pl ary of the realism possible now w i th computer gr aphic 
systems, thanks to Benoit Mandel brot ' s  equations. And, 
again, i t  must be emphasized that Mandel brot ' s  equations 
would mean very l ittle if there were no medium to generate 
the striking images and were no appreciation for the beauty 
of the images. 
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Computer-generated fractals (left side of page) 
reflect fractals in nature, as with broccoli (right). 
Image 2 8  
:W· 
Fractal clustering (above) mirrors 
mineral vaporization on hot lava (right). 
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Image 2 9  
A "Cesflro curve" (below) shows 
fractal pattern of fern (right). 
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Image 30 
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Doug McKenna had been working on the f r actal problem at 
IBM. H i s  interests l ie in the synthesis of art and this new 
mathematics f i eld. Mr . McKenna holds a master ' s  degree i n  
electrical eng ineering f rom Yale. He i s  not certain that 
the term computer gr aphic a r t i st i s  the proper l abel for 
what he l s .  H e  cal l s  the f i el d  h e  i s  expl oring "Mathemes-
thetics . "  
Another computer artist f ractal images inspi red was 
Loren Carpenter , who was mentioned earl ier . The methods Dr . 
Mandel brot used for generating images were found unsuitable 
for animation by Carpenter.  So, Mr. Carpenter dev ised tech-
niques to produce many images quickly . 
Carpenter made an animated f ilm to demon­
strate this techniq ue ; i t  won him a j ob at 
Lucasf ilm • • •  random f r actal s capture the 
texture of real i ty .  In another three or four 
y ea r s ,  Carpenter expects computer g71phics to 
repl ace some mov ie sets and models.  
These artists are on the cutting edge of what i s  being done 
in the medium. Fractal s are having an impact in many f ields. 
Computer-generated images a r e  beginning to be used to aid 
mathemati c i ans , ecol ogists and meteorol ogists. 
The practical uses of f r actal s have developed 
at a slower pace. ..A lot of peopl e say, ' Okay, so 
you have a new name for these thing s ,  you call 
them f ractal s .  But what can you do w ith them? 1 11 
says Alan Norton, a former associate of Mandel­
b r ot ' s  who is now working on computer architecture 
at IBM. It i s  a question cur r ently being asked by 
phy s ici sts and other scientists at many prof es­
si onal meetings. For a young idea still being 
t r anslated into the dialects of each scient i f ic 
discipl ine , the answer Norton says i s :  Quite a 
bit.  The f ractal dimension C a  number expressing 
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the compl exity of a particular f ractal form) may 
give scienti sts a way to descr i be a compl ex phe­
nomenon w ith a single numbe r .  
Harold Hastings, professor of mathematics a t  
Hof stra Univer s i ty o n  Long I s l and, is enthus iastic 
about modell ing the Okefenokee Swamp i n  G eorgia 
with f r actal s .  From aer i al photograph s ,  he has 
studied vegetation patterns and found some key 
tree groups , l i ke cypr ess,  are patchier and show a 
larger f ractal dimension than other s .  I n  analy­
z ing shapes that are hard to describe with any 
exactness- - " patchy " one s ,  for exampl e--using 
f ractal s may provide a more precise measure. 
Eventually , he hopes that sl ight and unexpected 
changes in the f ractal dimension of key species 
can be used as an early-warning system for harmful 
disturbances l i ke pollutants and acid rain.  
Shuan Lovejoy, a meteorologist who works at 
Meteorologie National e ,  the Fr ench national 
weather service in Par i s ,  confi rmed that clouds 
follow fractal patterns. Again by analyz ing 
satell ite photographs he found simil arities i n  the 
shape of many cloud types that f ormed over the 
Indian Ocean. From tiny puff l i k e  cl ouds to an 
enormous mass that extended f rom Central Af rica, 
to Southern Indi a ,  all exhibited the same f r actal 
dimension. Prior to Mandel brot ' s  di scovery of 
f ractal s ,  cloud shapes had not been candidates for 
mathematical analy s i s  and meteorologists who the­
o r i z e  about the origin of weather ignored them. 
Lovej oy ' s  work suggests that the atmosphere on a 
smal l - scale weather pattern near the Earth ' s  sur­
face resembl es that on a l arge- scal e pattern 
extending many miles away, an idea that r uns coun­
ter to current theor ies.  
The occurrence of earthquakes. The surf ace 
of metal fractur es.  The path a computer program 
takes when it scur ries through its memory . The 
way our own neurons f i re when we go searching 
through Q£E. memories.  The w i sh l i st for  f r actal 
description grows. Time w il l  tell if the f ractal 
dimension becomes invaluable to scient ists in­
terested in building mathematical model s of the 
worl d ' s workings. 
Whatever the purpose, fractal s touch the ima­
g i nation i n  a way that no other computer-generated 
image has. "They produce unprecedented v isual ef­
fect s .  They are pure art,  pure pl ay things , "  says 
B il l  Gosper. But their images have changed the 
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world of mathematics a s  wel l .  Mandel brot expl ains : 
11Imagine 100 years ago that singing was outl awed 
and a gr eat science of analyzing scores arose. 
Now think that 100 year s l ater someone looked at 
these scores and found they were really much more 
beautiful and accessibl e when sung. Beautiful 
opera scores were appreciated by only a few but 
beautiful mus i c  was appreciated by everyone. I 
have done that f or b r anches of mathematics.  •• 7 8 
Images 31 and 32 are also examples of f ractal generated 
imagery . Fr actal s a r e  food for thought, no matter what 
discipl ine is followed. They are another f acet that 
compl ements the pur suit of computer g r aph ics.  Being 
involved in this inf ant f ield i s  stimulating because i t  
encourages s o  many diverse discipl ines to overlap and 
exchange ideas. The consequence of which is a sense of 
inte r r el atedness and r esponsibil ity to a larger soci ety. 
ammers at Lucasfilm used fractals, mathematical 
tcuts to compose a scene, Road to Point Reyes. 
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Image 31 
Says one programmer: "lt should look like someone 
went in there with a camera and made a movie." 
B) u ing a process modeled on earthquake faults, 
computer generates oceans, continents, ice caps. 
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Fractals are used by Richard Voss to simulate 
C\ olution 0£ authentic-looking imaginary planet. 
Image 32 
Concl u s i on 
In summariz ing what has been discussed, it i s  apparent 
that the computer r evolution i s ,  indeed, upon us.  Educa­
tional methods are being r econsidered; businesses are 
working w ith universities to nurture students as potential 
empl oyees ; government i s  encouraging f or the economic sta­
bil ity of the country ; and arti st s  are beginning to util ize 
the revol ut i onary technol ogy in ways that have meaning for 
the l arger society. Computer graphics are the essent i al , 
inextricable str ength of compute r s ,  in general . 
Computer graphics are what fascinate ch ildren, and most 
of the r est of the popul ation, enabl ing them to become in­
volved w ith and l earn f rom interactive systems. Visual 
stimulation i s  the key . By having this  marvelous tool , how­
ever--a tool which makes so many tedious tasks l ess burden­
some--the tradi tional methods of accompl ishing many tasks 
is devalued. The consequence displaces much of the popula­
tion, previously described as skilled. Making tasks simpler 
has produced a seri ous problem. 
Solving the problem i s  taking the combined effort of 
education, bus iness and government , and well it should. 
Within these institutions l i es the heart of social respon­
sibil i ty .  This i s  awareness that through the efforts of each 
individual ly , and w ith the others collectively, soci ety 
recognizes the problem and takes steps to alleviate i t .  




Elementary education has recognized the necessity of 
restruct uring programs to accommodate comput er-enhanced edu­
cation. Di ff icul ty remains for educators who are unfamiliar 
w ith the new technology, a technology their  pupi l s  may al­
ready be more famil iar w i th than they, themsel ves, are. 
However uncomfortable, this problem remains. Educators must 
maintain an adaptable post ure,  whil e aiding student devel op­
ment. 
Universi ties recognize the economic necessity of ex­
changing per sonnel and f acil ities w ith those of the corporate 
world. The exchange is benef icial for both, avoiding dupli-
cation of facil ities. Facil ities are state-of- the- art 
technological ly ; per sonnel and st udents are exposed to re­
search and production procedures simul taneously ; students are 
in contact w ith potential employ er s ;  and corporations have an 
11 i nside track"  on tal ent . The cooperation of businesses and 
un iversities i s  regulated by government, thus making the t r i­
umv i rate reflective of government itsel f ,  enabl ing a system 
of checks and balances to be effective. This t r i umv irate of 
institutions i s  responsible for ensuring the soci oeconomic 
stabil ity of the society which suppo rts i t .  
The computer gr aphic medium may be appr eciated as a 
breath of l ife for the visual arts commun i ty .  I t  provides 
the oppo rtunity for artists to contribute their  strengths to 
soci ety in practical way s ,  while being able to expl ore and 
experiment with a medium foreign to most . Intellectual 
1 
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stimul ati on i s  an important benefit i n  the exchange between 
arti sts and other professional s.  Computer graphics provide 
situations wher eby arti st s a r e  able to expl ore new methods 
of working ,  experiment w ith a new medium, generate images 
of practi cal and aesthetic v alue and be stimulated intellec­
tually. Ar tists who work in l ike situations are bound to 
communicate more optimistically, enthusiastically and effec­
tively. Computer g r aphics is a medium that necessitates 
integration of all discipl ines and, hence, fosters the 
understanding of society, as a whole. 
Individuals experiencing the exhilarating benef its of 
the computer g r aphic medium are those who are pioneering i t ,  
as wel l .  Barbara Nessim, Jim Sq ui res and the Paci f ic Data 
team of Richard Chuang and Glenn Ent i s  are confident of their 
abi l ities to communicate, regardless of the medium. Each must 
also possess curiosity and courage in choosing to pursue a 
medium without historic precedent. Conversely , parameters 
of style, technique and schools of art are absent, providing 
a f reedom seldom expe r i enced by artists th roughout history. 
The el ement of risk i s  acknowledged. Embracing new techno­
logy--the computer graphic mediurn--an artist r el inq uishes the 
tact ile pleasure of modeling with pencil and brush, in ex­
change for comparatively effortless, time-sav ing alterations. 
Addi tionally , there are benef its fostered by the exchange 
between discipl ine s .  
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A di scovery mutually beneficial in the devel opment of 
computer graphics and to mathematics, especially, is the 
f r actal . For computer graphics ,  however , it enabl es artists 
to generate images of awesome beauty in practical appl ica­
tion, as well as aesthetic appl ication. Computer graphic 
imaging has made a mathematical equation compr ehensible and, 
hence , added another dimension to the definable world. 
ov eral l ,  computer gr aph ics may be considered a progres­
sive development of society. It is an important outgrowth 
of the computer revol ut i on. Consequently, it will aid i n  
altering the present order o f  everyday l if e .  Computer gr aph­
ics must be v i ewed and util iz ed w ith optimistic and socially­
responsible obj ectives; in this w ay ,  its advent cannot help 
but be benef icial for society. If looked at as parallel to 
the machine age, where machine-harnessed power f reed men of 
much physical toil and fostered the recreati onal enj oyment of 
the present, computers may be v i ewed as machines that will 
f ree us of the tedious , menial and repetitive chores of the 
mind, leaving us f r ee to exerci se our intel l ect. 
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